HEARTS & FLOWERS

TENSION BUILDING

Apologies; promises; gifts;
idealized romance; victimblaming or abuse denial,
minimization; victimization
becomes complete as victim
wants to believe batterer and
feels guilty about incident;
bonding occurs; phase
disappears over time.

Minor incidents occur; victim
feels the need to calm and
placate abuser; “walking on
eggshells”; victim withdraws;
anticipation of battering causes
severe psychological stress;
minor incidents increase;
tension builds, and becomes
too much…

FEAR &
DENIAL

ACUTE BATTERING

La Casa de las Madres INCIDENT
● 415-503-0500 ● www.lacasa.org
Adult Crisis line ● 1-877-503-1850
● 24
● Toll free
Explosive release
ofhours
tension;
Batterer seems completely out
of control; abuse becomes
worse over time; shortest
phase, 2-24 hrs.

The Cycle of Violence differs for each set of partners, each with their own
unique rhythm and participant behaviors.
Yet three phases are typically
represented: the tension building phase, the explosion phase or acute battering
incident, and the hearts and flowers phase or kindness and contrite loving behavior.
Over time, the kindness and apologies of the hearts and flowers phase often
disappear, and the relationship cycles continuously between tension and explosion.
Because sometimes friends, relatives, and “helping people” become
discouraged when a victim remains in a threatening situation, it is vital to understand
all of the dynamics involved. Relationships do not generally begin as disruptive and
abusive but become so only after an initial platform of care has been established.
Victims often stay because some, however few, of their needs are being met. (See:
“Why People Stay in Abusive Relationships.”) The Cycle of Violence may combine
with economic hardship, social conditioning, emotional attachments, cultural
traditions, religious beliefs and/or other reasons to capture the victim in her/his own
cycle of fear and denial making leaving or escaping difficult.
(Adapted from Lenore Walker’s Battered Women: Harper & Row Publishers New York SF 1979)
La Casa de las Madres 415-503-0500 www.lacasadelasmadres.org
Adult Crisis line 1-877-503-1850 24 hours Toll free.

